Tables

Objects
The central object in the Energy Asset Score application is a Building. Buildings belong to Users. Each Building is composed of one or more Blocks, each of which is the parent of several other objects that contain the definitions of that Block. A Building also holds references to HVAC Systems and Water Heaters. Once a Building has been simulated, it receives a Score object containing the simulation results. 
User
The User object is created for each unique account within the Energy Asset Score application. Each User has a unique, automatically assigned ID, in addition to a unique email address supplied when the account is created. 
Building
Each Building is represented by a unique, automatically assigned ID and a user-supplied name (which doesn't need to be unique). Additionally, the building object holds references to all "assets" that may be later assigned to particular blocks of that building. For instance, the construction informatation such as roofs, walls and windows, as well as fixtures, heating/cooling and operations. 
Wall
The Wall object is a sub-object of a Block. There are as many Walls as there are vertical surfaces for a block, which depends on the shape selected for that particular Block. 
Surface
A Surface describes one surface of a particular block. The Window-to-Wall Ratio is the fraction of the above grade wall area that is covered by fenestration, calculated as the ratio of the wall fenestration area to the gross above grade wall area.
Window
The Window object is a sub-object of the Walls of a Block. There is one Window object per Wall. 
Roof
The Roof object is a sub-object of a Block. There is one Roof per Block. 
Skylight
The Skylight object is sub-object of a Block. There is one Skylight per Roof. 
Floor
The Floor object is a sub-object of a Block. There is one Floor per Block. 
Fixture
The Fixture object is a sub-object of a Block. Fixtures are contained within the "fixtures" array of a Block, and there must be one or more to simulate the building. 
Air Handler
The air_handler object is a sub-object of a Building, and linked to one or more blocks. 
Zone Equipment
The zone_equipment object is a sub-object of a Building, and linked to one or more blocks. 
Operation
The Operation object is a sub-object of a Block. There is only one Operation object per Block. 
Water Heater
The water_heater object is a sub-object of a Block. There can be zero or more Water Heaters per Block. 
Block_Air_Handler
Manages relationship between an Air_Handler and a Block. 
Block_Fixture
Contains all of the fixture info for a particular block. 
Block_Water_Heater
Manages relationship between a Water_Heater and a Block. 
Block_Zone_Equipment
Score
The Score object is returned after a Building has finished simulation. 
